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• the creation, design, and management
  • Open Access Archive for LIS - dLIST (http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/)
  • Open access aggregator and federated search engine for LIS - DL-Harvest (http://dlharvest.sir.arizona.edu/)

• Sustainable information behaviors; open, transparency, quality and interoperability

• an open, network of communities – research–scholarly–learning–practice (from ISIC to ISAC : )
What is dLIST?

- Digital repository
- Open Access Archive
- For the Information Sciences
  - Archival Sciences, Library and Information Science, Information Systems, Museum Informatics,
- Founded in 2002
- All material types (research, teaching, practice)
DLIST Digital Library for Information Science and Technology

Home | About | Browse | Search | Register | User Area | Credits | DL-Harvest | Help

Search the Titles, Abstracts and Keywords

**DLIST 2005 Survey**

Take our survey and help us better improve DLIST.

**Browse**

Browse - the archive by Subject or Year

**Subscribe to RSS feed**

View the latest items in the archive via RSS

**Latest Additions**

View items added to the archive in the past week.

**Simple Search**

Search the archive using the most common fields.

**Advanced Search**
More information

- Cheryl Malone, Co-Editor
- Advisory Board
- Is Indexed in
  - DL-Harvest
  - Google & Google Scholar
  - OAIster
Creation Origins

• Mapping IS/IT – sharing informetrics datasets
  • Sustainable information behaviors
  • Not everybody may want to or be able to afford an institutional repository
• Software – open source or proprietary
  • Digital libraries, digital repositories – is there a difference? Greenstone, dSpace, Eprints
  • Choice of metadata frameworks
Self-Archiving

Self-archiving is the practice of depositing digital copies of one’s papers (works) into an OAI-PMH compliant digital repository

- Self-register with an open access archive
- Create metadata
- Deposit your papers
- Include the link (url) in your website
User Area Homepage - Coleman, Anita

Welcome to the registered user area of DLIST. Please select one of the options below.

Items in your Workspace

Begin a New Item

This will create a new draft item, editing, and allow you to attach files. You must deposit the item for it to be submitted to the collection. Deposited items will appear in the list of items that you have deposited and are up to you for final responsibility. You should review your deposited items if you are not sure if you have deposited the item correctly.

There are items you are currently in the process of depositing. These will not be considered for the archive until you deposit them.

Unlinked 951 Form Report User Name: marila@coleman

Pending Items

You currently have no pending items.

View/change your user record

Select this option to see your user record, and to correct or update your user information.

Change your subscription options

Select this option to change your subscription. This allows you to instruct the archive to automatically email you with lists of documents deposited that match your criteria every day, week, or month.

Change your Email Address

Change the email address which eprints has on file.

Change User Login

Log in to DLIST as a different user (there is)
Reasons to self-archive

- Global Impact
- Wider visibility
- Open research
Issues we’ve tackled

- Privacy, Copyright Transfer Agreements
  - CTAs of LIS Journals for the presence of Self-archiving
  - RoMEO green – poster session Ukansas
  - DLIST modified – shades of green and gold
- Focused crawling and harvesting; Research communities – NSDL EIESC
- Internships & Coursework
Open Access

• How does the LIS field practice Open Access?

• Self-archiving study – currently underway
  – D-Lib Magazine, October 2005
  – Take the survey
Unanswered questions - Quality

- What is value?
  - I mean the value of LIS research
- What is quality?
  - I mean the quality of LIS scholarly output
- What is our impact?
  - Uncitedness
  - “it’s not the quantity, its the quality”
Questions

- Thank you